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1. It is unknown whether the BIB design PG(ί = 2ra —1, 2): 1 obtained
by choosing the points in PG (ί, 2) as treatments and all lines as blocks is re-
solvable or not for *;>5. C. R. Rao [1], [2] showed that the BIB design
PG(ί = 3, 2): 1 with parameters t; = 15, ό = 35, k = 3, r=7, λ = l was resolvable
by decomposing all lines in PG(3, 2) into 7 disjoint 1-fold spreads510 So, Su ,
S6. The procedure of constructing these spreads is as follows:

(1) A set So consisting of 5 lines cyclically generated from the initial
line L(x°, x5, x10) of the minimum cycle 0=5 is chosen as the initial 1-fold
spread.

(2) Generate Sj+X cyclically by a transformation (T(Sf)= Sj+ι (/=0, 1, ...,
5) where ΰ is a nonsingular linear transformation in PG(3, 2) such that

(*«) = ((e, yP)) >(**) = ((e, y^1)) (p = 0, 1, ..., 5)

(*3) = ((1, 0, 0, 0)) K*3) = ((1, 0, 0, 0)) (invariant).

He conjectured that, in general, all lines in PG(ί, 2) would be decomposed
into disjoint 1-fold spreads by the similar method. The purpose of this note
is to show that it is impossible to decompose all lines in PG(ί, 2) into disjoint
1-fold spreads for all t greater than 3 by such a procedure.

2. Let x be a primitive element of GF(2ί+1), then every nonzero ele-
ment of GF(2ί+1) can be represented either as a power of x or a polynomial
of degree less than t +1 over GF(2) mod/(x) where f(x) is the minimum func-
tion of GF(2/+1) which determines x. If

xa == εxt + at-ιxf~ljr ••• + α i # - f α o ( m o d / * ( # ) ) (2.1)

then, the correspondence xa and an ordered set (ε, at-u •? au «o) of elements
of GF(2) is unique.

Let y be a primitive element of GF(2'). When (at-i, •••, au αo)#(O, •••,
0, 0) in (2.1), there exists an integer p such that the element of GF(2') cor-
responding to the ordered set (at-u •? «i5 «o) is represented as yp, i.e.,

, (mod g(yj) (2.2)

*) A /̂ -fold spread S in a projective geometry Σ is defined by Rao [2] as a set of linear subspaces
(flats) of a given dimension such that each point of 2 ^s contained in exactly μ members of 5.
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where g(y) is the minimum function of GF(2') which determines y.
We denote the element of GF(2ί+1) corresponding to the ordered set

(ε, at-u ? «ij ao) as xa or (ε, yp) and represent formally these correspondences
as

xa = (ε, α,_1? ..., αi, α0) = (e, yp). (2.3)

It is known that the following linear transformation in PG(ί, 2) is non-
singular [1], [2].

(*«) = ((ε, / ) ) — * ( * * ) = ((«> / + 1 ) ) 0> = 0, 1, ••, 2 '-3)
σ: (2.4)

(*') = ((!> 0, ..., 0)) >(*') = ((!, 0, ..., 0)) (invariant)

where (#α), ((ε, yθ) and ((ε, α,_i, ..., au α0)) are points in PG(ί, 2) correspond-
ing to the elements xa, (ε, yp) and (ε, α^-i, •••, ah α0) of GF(2/+1)? respectively.

(i) The case of t = 2n — 1 and ra>3

Let L(Λ;Λ

? xβ, χΊ) be the line in PG(ί = 2^ —1, 2) passing through a pair
of points (#α) and (xβ) where (xΎ)=(xa + x/3), and let So be the initial 1-fold
spread consisting of Θ lines which are cyclically generated from the initial
line L(*°, χ\ χ2θ) of the minimum cycle θ-=(22n-l)/(22-l\ i.e.,

So = {L(*\ xθ+\ x2θ"λ): λ = 0, 1,..., 0-1}. (2.5)

The other spreads Si, S2, are obtained by repeating the transformation <r
to the initial spread So, i.e., S, +i=σ(Sy) (y = 0, 1, •••, 22""1 —3). The notation
P(εi, ε2) is used as a set of points having the first component εi and the second
component ε2, i.e.,

P(εi, e2)={(xa): Λ;α = (εi, ε2, α2»-3, - j f l i , «o)}- (2.6)

Lemma 1. // there exists a line h(xa, xθ+a, x2θ+a) such that 3 points (χa),
(xθ+a) and (x2θ+a) on the line belong simultaneously to the set P(0, 0), then the
line L(xa+1, xθ+a+1, x2θ+a+1) is not only in the initial spread So but also in the
spread Si = (T(S0).

Proof. Since it is evident that the line L(* ( a + 1 ) , xθ f ( a + 1 \ χ2ΘHa"1}) belongs
to So, we show that the line belongs also to Si.

By the assumption, we can denote the point (xiθ+a) as

( ^ + « ) = ((0, 0, α#_ 3 , ••-, aγ\ <%>)) (y = 0, 1, 2). (2.7)

Let the element of GF(22w"1) corresponding to the ordered set (0, α(

24
)_3, ,

a\J\ α(

o

y)) be ypκ Thus we have

(xiθ+°) - ((0, 0, α^_3, , aγ\ αV))) = ((0, yp>)) (y = 0, 1, 2). (2.8)

The point ((0, />))=(«>, 0, α(

2^_3, ..., aψ9 α(

o

y))) is transformed to ((0, j ^ + 1 ) ) -
((0, α^-3, , α(iy)

5

 αoy)j 0)) by the mapping ΰ and the line consisting of these
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three points ((0, y^+1)) (; = 0, 1, 2) belongs to Si. On the other hand, the
point in PG(2τι — 1, 2) corresponding to the ordered set (0, α -̂35 •? aY\ a>oJ\ 0)
is (χaθ+a)+1) for any primitive element x. These considerations show that
the line L(xa+\ xθ+«+\ x

2θ+a+ι) belongs also to Sx.

Lemma 2. // ra>3, there exists at least one line L(xa, χθ+a, x2θ+a) in So

such that 3 points (χa\ (xθ+a) and (x2θ+a) on the line belong simultaneously to
the set P(0, 0).

Proof. If (xa) and (xθ+a) belong to P(0, 0), then (x2θ+a)=(xa + xθ+a) also
belongs to P(0, 0). It is, therefore, sufficient to show that if n > 3 , then there
exists at least one pair of points (xa) and (xθ+a) such that these two points
belong simultaneously to the set P(0, 0).

Since for all ί such that 0 < ΐ <2ra — 3, the point (V) belongs to P(0, 0),
the following two cases can occur.

(1) The case where there exists at least one point (V) such that (χθ+i)
belongs also to P(0, 0).

In this case, our lemma holds.
(2) The case where the point (χi+θ) does not belong to P(0, 0) for all i

In this case, any point oί2n — 2 points (χUΘ) (0<f<2tt —3) must belong
to any one of 3 sets P(0, 1), P(l, 0) and P(l, 1). Since inequality 2rc,-2>4
is valid by the assumption τι>3, there exist at least two points (V1) and
(χ*2) (0<ίi, ί2<2n — 3) such that two points (xil+θ) and (x**+θ) belong simul-
taneously to a set P(εi, ε2) of these 3 sets, i.e.,

( ^ + 0 = ((εi, e2, δ ^ _ 3 , •••, W\ bψ)) ( ; = 1, 2) (2.9)

Let (xa)=(xii + xi*\ then (xa) belongs to P(0,0) and (xa+θ)=(x^+θ + x^+θ)
also belongs to P(0, 0) from (2. 9). This completes the proof.

Lemma 1 and lemma 2 show that two spreads So and Si are not disjoint
for any t = 2n — 1 (ra>3). Hence it is impossible to decompose all lines in
PG(2rc — 1, 2) into disjoint 1-fold spreads except for n = 2 by the Rao's method.
Our results, however, do not necessarily imply that the design PG(27x —1, 2): 1
is not resolvable.

(ii) The case of t = 2n

Since v/k = (22n+ι —1)/(22 — 1) is not integral in this case, the design
PG(2tt, 2): 1 is not resolvable. It is, however, known that all lines in PG(2rc, 2)
have the minimum cycle v = 22n+ι — l and are decomposed into rj disjoint 3-fold
spreads where -η = (22n —1)/(22 — 1) is the number of initial lines in PG(2τi, 2)
[3].
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